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2022 CANBERRA MODEL RAILWAY EXPO
The most important date in the CMRCI calendar is almost upon us. The Expo is our window
to the world – to the public and to other model railway enthusiasts and clubs.
It is also our main fundraiser for the year. Without it we would not be able to operate in the
manner that we are used to, let alone pay for the club rent, insurances, maintenance and rebuilding of the layouts, licenses, etc. Not to mention coffee and biscuits!
Your support is needed for the pre-show promotional events and on the day. Plenty to do for
everyone from running the CMRCI layouts to manning the entrance, etc. See the following
message from the President. Your support is genuinely needed.
Our Expo has grown into one of the biggest outside the capital cities. This year we will have
26 layouts with another 3 possible, plus our own layouts – McEvoy Junction, Charlestown,
Hy-brid, The Zig – Zag, etc. There will be 16, possibly 17 traders present as well.
A show of this size does not run itself. The Organising Team is doing a great job, but they
need your support. Please give some thought to how you can contribute to your club.
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Expo is on the way again!
Put these dates in your diary or in your phone.
Set-up – 25 March 2022 from 1200 noon to 7.00pm
Day 1 - Saturday 26 March 2022 from 8.30am to 5.00pm
Day 2 – Sunday 27 March 2022 from 8.30am to 5.00pm
Remember this is a Club initiative to help keep your fees down
and to raise money for our own building.
But not only that, we need assistance running the U-Drive and handing out flyers (and
talking to people!) as follows:
Hall Markets – Sunday 6 February – 8.00am until 3.30pm
Bunnings Tuggeranong – Saturday 12 February - 9.00am until 2.00pm
Bunnings Belconnen – Saturday 19 February - 9.00am until 2.00pm
Bunnings Gungahlin – Saturday 26 February - 9.00am until 2.00pm
Hall Markets – Sunday 7 March – 8.00am until 3.30pm
Bunnings Airport - Saturday 13 March - 9.00am until 3.00pm
You don’t have to do them all (or stay all the time) but your assistance will be greatly
appreciated. We will be putting together rosters for the Expo in the New Year so please be
ready to put your name on the list when asked.

Remember - Many hands make light work!
RobertBMorton
Club President
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NEXT MEETING
The next meeting of the CMRCI will be at 7:30 pm on Wednesday 2nd February 2022 at the
Kaleen clubroom.
The topic will be programming your locomotives using the CAB. ChrisN will show us how to
get the best from your Procab or Powercab handsets, including the various applications
available to you.
NOTE: The Education Directorate has imposed a stay away policy until at least the end of
first term. Students have been organised into groups by year – each group enters and
leaves the school at a different time, uses different facilities and operates on a different
schedule to the other groups.
Consequently we will not be able to access the clubroom during school hours for at least
first term and so we will have to meet on Saturdays for at least that period.
======================================================================

THE WEE MCGREGOR TRAMWAY - By MichaelC
On our recent trip to QLD, we decided to do a bit of fossicking, so we went to the Visitors
information Centre at Cloncurry to buy a miner’s right so we could fossick.
We were given a number of mud maps of the local fossick within a 100 Km range. One of
the sites included Maltese Crosses and took us some 30 Km south of the Mount Frosty turn
off some 55 Km east of Mt Isa. The track into the fossick field was described as a severe
4wd track only. The track took us past Mount Frost’s fossick site just off the highway and
followed the Argylla range of rugged rock outcrops, steep descents, river crossings with slow
travelling a must. The scenery along this track was fantastic, the colours of the hills and
variety of rock formations was outstanding.
It took us most of the morning to travel about 14 Km, so we stopped and had lunch. The
afternoon took us along more of the same country until we came to Wee MacGregor Copper
mine.
After a short look around, we headed off to the south over a very steep hill on a road that
had obviously been washed out and had been repaired by using big boulders to fill the hole
left, slow low range driving was a must. Once over the steep section the road levelled out
and came across a number of posted signs erected by Queensland Heritage Council and
Ballara Mining Heritage Trail. We were now in what was Hightville a town servicing the Wee
MacGregor mine.
The Wee MacGregor Tramway Agreement Bill was passed on the 4th December 1912. The
legislation proposed that the company paid for all construction and maintenance of the
private line and the railways would provide steel rails, fish plates, fastenings, sleepers and
other permanent way materials. The company would pay 5% per year "rent" on the cost of
the materials supplied by the government, which had the power to acquire the line.
One of the signs at Hightville detailed information regarding a 2ft gauge tramway tunnel
through to the Wee MacGregor mine nearby owned by Wee Macgregor mines/Hampdon
Mining company Ltd.
The tunnel is 77ft in length and consists of an unlined rock interior with rough finished
concrete portals at each end. Constructed through mostly manual labour, the tunnel was
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completed in 1915. The tunnel is unique to Western Queensland and represents the only
example of a rail tunnel in Queensland west of the great divide.

Looking North at the tunnel

Looking South toward the tunnel

The Tramway Formation traverses steep rocky terrain. The total length of the tramway was
6.1 Km and comprises deep rocky cuttings and dry-stone wall embankments. A short branch
line went to nearby Wallaroo mine. Along with numerous culverts and one tunnel, eight
bridges (remains of the bridges are evident today), over 40 embankments and cuttings were
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constructed by manual labour in response to varying terrain. It was constructed in early 1914
and was transporting ore by May 1915.
The tramway finished just prior to Ballara at an ore transfer station where the ore was
transferred to larger wagons on the 3ft 6inch private line below.

One of many
remaining
Bridge Pylons.

Transfer Station, 3ft 6inch line below, 2ft line above.
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How the tramway came around the hill to access the mine.
A German built Krauss 0-6-0 engine was used to haul 3 small wagons totalling 50 tons of
ore each day from the Mine to Ballara. During WW1 300 tons of ore were transported from
Ballara to the smelter at Kuridala (Mount Elliott Mine) some 70 Km away.
The line went from Ballara to MacGregor Junction near Malbon on the main line some 40 km
away then onto Kuridala smelter another 30 km away on another branch line south from
Malbon.
By 1920 the price of copper had dropped so much it was not viable to continue operation
and the mine closed. In the 3 years of operation MacGregor Mine area produced 44,000
tons of copper ore. After closure all rails, wagons, engine, sleepers, buildings, boilers were
put out to tender and sold off or used in other mining operations. The Krauss engine was
sold to Kalamia sugar mill at Ayr Queensland and then used as a stationary boiler at
Plantation Creek, before being abandoned in 1949.
There were some 600 miners working on the mines in area around Wee MacGregor Mine.
======================================================================

IRISH PROVERB

Do not resent growing old; many are denied the
privilege.
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CMRCI CHRISTMAS DINNER
The CMRCI Christmas Dinner was held at the Canberra Labor Club on the evening of
Wednesday 15th December. It proved to be a very successful event and was a noisy,
convivial evening attended by 37 members and guests. The venue and the meal were up to
expectations.

A convivial dinner was enjoyed by all.

Kim and Patsy in a deep and serious discussion.
The President gave what must have been the shortest Christmas/New Year speech since
the Gettysburg address. Nevertheless, the sentiment and the message were understood
and well received by all.
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The Presidents view of the 2021 year – to the amusement of Mrs President.
While the dinner was well attended and successful, consideration is giving to having a
Christmas lunch next year, rather than a dinner. Any thoughts? Let your Committee know.
======================================================================

POSTSCRIPT……….
You may recall a tale of woe in the newsletter a month or so ago regarding the perils of
purchasing from overseas without checking the currency, exchange rates, etc. Well, just out
of interest the signal box was received in good time.

After painting and glazing it now
does duty in the Zachary district,
controlling traffic to the abattoirs,
cold storage and various
industrial plants.

Smoko at the Zachary signal
box

The quality and finish of the box are very good, as is the detail. A bit expensive at $146.00,
though. Oh well, live and learn.
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HOW TO BUILD A HELIX IN 1,762 EASY LESSONS. By RonG
What a great way for CMRCI members to welcome summer! At our first December evening
meeting, Peter Amey presented an informative and enjoyable dissertation on how to build a
model railway helix (i.e., a track construction permitting trains to move from a lower to a higher
level, or vice-versa.)

The title could infer a high degree of difficulty, or an extended period for the project to develop,
but after Peter’s presentation I didn’t feel “put off” from the prospect of building a helix, not that
I am going to deconstruct my yet unfinished garage-based home layout.
One major recommendation from the presentation was the importance of utilising the expertise
of other experienced modellers in both the planning and execution stages. The maths involved
was explained, and Noel in the audience chipped in with a smartphone-based app. that helped
with that aspect (many of us appreciate help with the maths that we may have studied quite a
few years ago but may not have used much in the intervening years!)
Peter attempted to have us believe that he is a “bush carpenter” rather than someone who is
competent in the woodworking required for the project, but the photos shown of the various
stages in construction tended to refute his assertions.
His use of a solid base platform rather than open gridwork resonated with me because I know
how “Murphy” (from “Murphy’s Law”) can coax expensive locos into testing the effects of
gravity, and a protective “catching base” could lessen the damage from any fall.
Another lesson that I took from the presentation was the benefit of being flexible in both initial
planning (in relation to helix entry and exit points) and willingness to be flexible in making
beneficial alterations during construction.
Any member who is thinking of incorporating a helix in the model railway empire would benefit
from sitting down with Peter and other experienced modellers before starting construction.
You could avoid a lot of problems and frustrations – and don’t forget to ask Noel about that
phone app.!
Thanks, Peter, for an informative, humorous and helpful presentation.
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======================================================================

AUSTRALIAN MODEL RAILWAY NEWS – By PeterA
If you have not seen it, tune into Australian Model Railway News via You Tube www.youtube.com/c/WillJamesRailways . It is produced monthly by Will James. It covers
mostly product news – the latest from manufacturers with availability, pricing and information
on detailing. It could be uncharitably described as an advertising gimmick, but the
information presented is valid, up to date and gives a good picture of what is available on the
market.
At the time of writing, the December 2022 episode is out on Youtube. Just google Australian
Model Railway News or use the link above and it will come up on screen. It covers the latest
and future offerings from Aucision, IDR, Custom Hobby Decals, Bergs, Southern Rail
Models, SDS and Pheonix Reproduction Models, Kandu Workshops (including some
interesting NCE Power cab/Procab holders), Trackside Models, Modellers Warehouse,
Trainorama and Roundhouse boxes. Quite a comprehensive coverage.
The final segment of the video is model railway news, including forthcoming exhibitions. I
am pleased to see that our 2022 Expo is included.
The monthly video is worth watching at least once. It may not be your cup of tea, but I learnt
about products and manufacturers that I did not know existed.
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SECOND AUSTRALIAN FIRM ORDERS Wabtec BATTERY-ELECTRIC
LOCOMOTIVES – provided by Ron G
January 11, 2022

Wabtec’s FLXdrive demonstrator is shown in Cicero, Ill., after testing in
California. The company has landed its latest order for the first production
model of the battery-electric locomotive. (Trains: David Lassen)
PITTSBURGH — Wabtec has secured its largest order to date for its FLXdrive
battery-electric locomotives, with Australian mining company Rio Tinto ordering four
of the units for use in the Pilbara region of Western Australia. The locomotives will
help Rio Tinto’s effort to reach a 50% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 carbon emissions
by 2030.
“Our partnership with Wabtec is an investment in innovation and an
acknowledgment of the need to increase the pace of our decarbonization efforts,”
Richard Cohen, Rio Tinto Iron Ore managing director of port, rail and core services,
said in a press release.
The locomotives, each with a capacity of 7 megawatt-hours, are projected to reduce
fuel costs and emissions per train by 10% or more. The units are slated for delivery
in 2023 and will be used in yard and mainline service. The company’s mainline
operations currently involve three diesels pulling 240 cars and about 28,000 tons of
iron ore. The addition of the FLXdrive locomotives will create a hybrid locomotive
consist, with Wabtec’s energy-management software determining when to discharge
and recharge the batteries for the most fuel-efficient operation of the consist.
“The FLXdrive is ideally suited to support Rio Tinto’s sustainability targets for their
Pilbara system,” said Rogerio Mendonca, President of Freight Equipment for
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Wabtec. “This locomotive provides the tractive effort, fuel savings, and emissions
reductions to cost-effectively run rail networks in the mining industry.”
The Pilbara railroad of another mining operation, Roy Hill, became the first customer
for the next-generation FLXdrive locomotive when it ordered a locomotive last
September [see “Australian mining firm is first buyer …,” Trains News Wire, Sept. 13,
2021]. Canadian National became the first North American customer in November
[see “CN to purchase Wabtec battery-electric locomotive,” News Wire, Nov. 4, 2021].

================================================================
HISTORY CORNER – AUSTRALIAN ARMY RAILWAY UNITS IN WORLD
WAR 1
During World War 1 the railways of the Australian states not only provided the vastly
increased services needed by the military, they were also a major source of arms and
equipment – wagons, artillery, etc. The resultant skills and manpower shortages were
exacerbated by the increased demand for railway services on the Western Front.
A special NSW Railways unit was formed as early as September 1914, with recruits chosen
for their expertise to assist with operating and maintaining the railways of European Allied
Forces.
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The special “Railway Supply Detachment” (RSD) was recruited in September 1914 by
Lieutenant O. Milne. Totalling 65 men, the group departed for Egypt on 19 th December
1914, disembarking in Alexandria on 2 February and then travelling to Cairo by train,
Following the initial ANZAC landing at Gallipoli on 25 April, 1915 the first half of the RSD
went to Gallipoli on 30 June and the rest on 1 July. They were involved in the construction
and operation of the ANZAC light railway and were also employed in a range of other
activities including off-loading and distributing of water and rations. After Gallipoli the RSD
went to the Western Front.
By the end of 1915, the French were struggling to meet the ever increasing demands for
railway capacity and they asked the British for help. As a result, Britain took over railway
construction, maintenance and operation in much of the area in France and Belgium that
was under British control. Men from the various commercial British Railway companies were
recruited into the Army to operate these railways as part of the newly created Railway
Operating Division (ROD).
The first light railway operated by the British was a French one. It had a track gauge of 60cm
(2 feet), and this was subsequently applied to all light railways constructed by the army.
Prefabricated track in lengths, that were in themselves of light weight revolutionised
construction and reduced the required effort immensely. They could be easily carried and
laid quickly, and with minimal preparation of the ground.
For lengths of rail that were going to be more permanent, they were laid as full-size tracks,
with sleepers and stone ballast. Special units were formed for the construction, maintenance
and operation of the new system.
As the transportation needs continued to increase during 1916, Britain asked both Canada
and Australia to provide railwaymen to the ROD. Australia responded by raising 6 railway
companies.
Raising these units coincided with implementing a battlefield rail strategy rail, particularly the
narrow gauge rail network that transformed supply, personnel movement and casualty
evacuation.
One of the companies, the 6th Australian Broad Gauge Railway Operating company (6 th
ABGROC) was made up of volunteers from the NSW Government Railways.
The 6th ABGROC formed in Sydney in December 1916. It had 3 Officers and 266 Other
Ranks. In command was Captain William James, a locomotive inspector from the Eveleigh
Depot in Sydney. They sailed in February 1916 and after a period of training in the UK,
arrived in France in May, 1917. After a period working at the main ROD base Audruica near
Calais, the company took charge of the locomotive depot and exchange sidings at Bergues
in July, 1917.
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Believed to be a photo of the 6th ABGROC at their final parade at Eveleigh Workshops
in Sydney before leaving for France.
Some units such as the 6thABGROC were formed in Australia, others in France,
mainly from existing engineer units, for example -.
3rd Australian Light Railway Operating Company
This company was typical - it was formed in France on 11 June 1917 as 17th Anzac Light
Railway Operating Company then renamed 3rd Light Railway Operating Company in March
1918. On 19 September 1918 the unit was reorganised and redesignated 3rd Light Railway
(Forward) Company.
1st Light Railway Operating Company
Raised in Victoria, in December 1916 as 2nd Section, Australian Railway Troops, with a
preponderance of experienced railways personnel. The unit embarked from Melbourne on
HMAT Ballarat on 19 February 1917. The Ballarat was torpedoed by a submarine in the
English Channel but everyone was recovered to Devonport and no lives were lost.
The unit was re-designated 55th Broad Gauge Railway Operating Company in April 1917
and then 15th Light Railway Operating Company August 1917, reverting to its original
designation of 1st Light Railway Operating Company on 28 February1918.
The Light Railway Companies were operated by the Engineers and came into existence
when it became clear that road maintenance was becoming a severe problem, in terms of
the manpower needed and enormous quantities of road stone clogging up the supply routes.
In February 1916 the first new light railways were sanctioned.
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Railway gangers close to the front – very close by the look of that mangled tank. The
railway men were awarded many decorations for individual bravery.

With sincere thanks to the Australian War Museum and Transport Heritage
NSW for the use of photographs and text.

PRODUCT REVIEW – KANDU HOLDERS FOR NCE HANDSETS – by PeterA
I saw this product on Australian Model Railway News and liked the look of it – and the price
is realistic, too.
I ordered two of them to see what they are like. The items arrived within the week – ordered
on 1st Jan and the parcel arrived on the 6th. It was well wrapped; first in tissue paper, then
tightly bound with bubble wrap inside a standard APO envelope. Both items were
undamaged.
I fixed my units to the fascia of the layout. It was easily done with two self tapping screws
(not supplied). My fascia is only 3mm MDF, so a backing plate is necessary. The fitting is
stable and secure and easily holds the handpiece. The holders are not particularly obtrusive
and only protrude about 38mm.
I found that they are easy to use. The handpiece fits nicely and does not jam. I have since
placed another order for some more holders.
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The KANDU NCE Procab/Powercab
holder fixed to the fascia with a Procab
handpiece in place.

The holder without a handpiece in place.

The items are manufactured in South Australia using 3D printing. For further information see
kandu-workshop.myshopify.com
======================================================================

THE GHAN SOLD
Journey Beyond, the owner of the Ghan has sold it and some other Australian tourist
attractions to American cruise operator the Hornblower Group for $600 million.
======================================================================
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President: Bob Morton
Vice President: Chris Neil
Secretary: Peter Amey
Treasurer: Phil Young
Committee Members:
Danny Henskens, Herb Hobbs, Mal Irving, Noel Lee, Andrew
Lund, Terry Smith, George Watts.

Life Members: Lloyd Sawyer, Ward Gainey, John Wishart,
Tom Drury, Phil Felstead

FEBRUARY 2022
2 Feb (Wed)
5 Feb (Sat)
6 Feb (Sun)
6 Feb (Sat)
12 Feb (Sat)
12 Feb (Sat)
16 Feb (Weds)
19 Feb (Sat)
26 Feb (Sat)
26 Feb (Sat)

Club Meeting – Topic How to get the best from your
handset - ChrisN
Continuing work on club layouts
Hall Markets
Continuing work on Club layouts
Bunnings Tuggeranong
Continuing work on Club layouts
Running night – all welcome
Continuing work on club layouts
Continuing work on Club layouts
Bunnings Gunghalin TBC
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MARCH 2022
2 Mar (Weds)
5 Mar (Sat)
6 Mar (Sun)
12 Mar (Sat)
12 Mar (Sat)
16 Mar (Weds)
19 Mar (Weds)
22 Mar (Tues)
25 Mar (Fri)
26 Mar (Sat)
27 Mar (Sun)
28 Mar (Mon)

Club Meeting Topic TBA
Continuing work on club layouts
Hall Markets
Continuing work on Club layouts
Bunnings Majura
Continuing work on Club layouts – preparation for Expo
2022
Running night – all welcome
Continuing work on club layouts – preparation for Expo
2022
Set up for Expo 2022
2022 Canberra Model Railway Expo
2022 Canberra Model Railway Expo
Day off – relax and start getting ready for the next one.

The Canberra Model Railway Club Inc.
Located at The University of Canberra High School Kaleen, 104 Baldwin Drive, Kaleen ACT
2617.
See website for further information - www.cmrci.info
Email: cmrcisecpra@gmail.com
Postal address: PO Box 7204, Kaleen ACT 2617
The opinions expressed in this Newsletter are not necessarily those of the Management
Committee.
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